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Ola Nabil Mohammed EL- Kassas. 

 

28-10-1994. 

 

17 Station St. 

 

 thth_f@yahoo.com -: 

 

:- 29410281700645 

 

 01028327428 

 

:- 048/3882071. 

 

Single . 

 

now I'm work as demonstrator.in faculty of Arts Menofia university . 

 

1-Kindergarten . 

2-Primary certificate. 

3-Praparatory certificate . 

4-Secondary certificate . 

5- A Bachelor degree in library and information science 

faculty of Arts Menofia University in 2016. 
 

I have ICDL certification in 2013 from The information center in shebin El-kom .    1- 

I have human development certification in communication & thinking force . - 2 

3- Statistical analysis course. 
 

I have The ability to use Microsoft Office and Visuals Basic 2010 express .  - 1 

I can  use Internet explorer , Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox . - -2  

3-I have The ability to work in a team , and I worked more in The Under graduate 

studied and also in Graduation project . 

 

1-Arabic . 

2-English (Training for practicing English language ) . 

3-I have a little information about German language .  

 

 

 

 



1-I am interested in Reading books. 

2- computing. 

3- learning Languages . 

4- working in a team. 

5- watching cooking program. 

6-, attending a conference such as  ( national list conference for libraries in Egypt – 

digital libraries – 2004 ) by DR- Shaban Khalifa on Zagazig , I attended this 

conference as superior student . 

 

Reading.-1 
I love sitting by myself a lot , I am nervous at times and hate it in my character but I will -2

habit .overcome this  
i love cooking by myself .-3 
I love watching cartoons and watch video of manual work .-4 
I love so much Turkish music much . - 5 

   I love the sea but i am afraid of it in the some times . - 6 
I dont like attending weeding ceremony because it is always full of music and D.J .  -7 

 


